Date: May 6, 2011

City of Duluth Bid # 11-0332  
Job Description: 2011 Street Preservation Project  
City Project No. 0828TR

**Addendum #3**

**Bid Form:**

N/A

**Specifications:**

N/A

**Plan sheets:**

Quantity changes on Spec #2360.501 SP 12.5 Wearing Course Mix (3,B), and Spec #2232.501 Mill Bituminous Surface (3.5") on East 1st Street. See Sheet 2 and Sheet 9, Revision 1.

Designation between 4" and 6" concrete for 2531.602 Pedestrian Curb Ramps. See Sheet 3, Revision 2. The quantities for this item on sheet 2 are unchanged.

All other items remain the same.

Sincerely,

Patrick Mlakar  
Project Manager